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Room I 27 nearly fiUed on November II
at a meeting to gather student feedback
about a proposed change to the grading
curve. Professor Barnard, chair of the
Dean's Advisory Committee, described
the process leading up to the proposal
before asking for feedback from the nearly
fifty student attendees. " According to
Barnard, faculty inquiry into the curve
began last year after six or seven professors exceeded the percentage of A and Agrades suggested by the curve, leading to
the question of whether the current system adequately represented the stUdent
body. This led to an inquiry not only into
the grading practices at William & Mary,
but to an examination of grading practices
at other law schools.
The Law School currently employs a
"Highly Recommended" curve, which in"structs professors to issue between 1020% C-plus marks, 12-18% A or A-minus,
and 60-75% B-minus to B-plus grades in
any class exceeding 30 students. Since the
"curve is "Highly Recommended" rather
than mandatory, professors are permitted
to issue a larger number of high or low
grades, but are expected to provide an
explanation for the divergence. Although
there is no explicit requirement as to the
distribution of B grades, the curve suggests that its crest is a B. Classes with less
than 30 students are not subject to the
grade curve, and on average issue higher

grades.
Upon comparing the grading practices
at William& Mary to those ofother schools,
Barnard explained that competing schools
either have a higher grade curve or, if no
curve is used, give higher marks to their
students on average. Vanderbilt's curve,
for example, does not extend below a Bminus, while the University of Virginia,
which does not curve, issued C-plus grades
to only 1.5% of its students. The effect of
this is that a student ranking in the 50 th
percentile of the class from William &
Mary at the end of their first year will walk
into job interviews wi th a 3.0 G.P.A. while
a competing student from the University
of Virginia will have a 3.3 G.P.A. This,
according to Dean Kaplan, hurts our students during their first year job search.
Kaplan explained that although OCPP responds to frequent inquiries into how the
class rank is formulated, some employers
not familiar with William & Mary will make
the assumption that William & Mary students are less capable based on their lower
grades. Should the recommendation ofthe
Advisory Committee pass, a new "Highly
Recommended" curve would be put in
place that would reduce the recommended
number orC-plus marks and increase the
number ofA and A-minus marks, with the
various B marks expected to crest somewhere around the B-plus mark. With the
new curve in place, a middle-ranked Will-
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Marshall 'Wythe Helps
Needy Families at
Thanksgiving'
By Brooke Heilborn
Before leaving school for Thanksgiving break, you may have noticed several
tables in the lobby overflowing with food
and de corations. The huge collection was
a product ofBLSA' s annual Thanksgiving
Basket Contest, which gives food to needy
families in the Williamsburg area each year.
Legal Skills firms and other classes, along
with Marshall-Wythe faculty and staff,
sponsor group food baskets that are collected and then judged on abundance,
presentation, and creativity. The group
with the winning basket then receives a
free pizza party.
Dean Rogers, one of the judges of the
contest, said that this year' s competition
was a phenomenal success: Legal Skills
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Faculty Reconsider Curve
By Eric Nakano

I

firm Lederer and Posey placed fi rst in the
category of abundance as their "Patriotic
Thanksgiving" display fi lled almost two
tables. For creativ ity, one of the tougher
" categories for the judges to decide, the
Journal of Women and the Law ended up
in first place. Professor Lynch ' s firm , a
crowd favorite, placed first in the category
of presentation and finally ended up with
the title of Best Overall.
After the contest, the baskets were taken
to a iocal social services agency, where
they were then distributed to selected
needy families. Thanks to BLSA, Melinda
Hasbrouck (contest coordinator), the
judges, and all who participated in helping
those ~ho are less fortunate over the holiday season.
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Burmese HUlDan Rights
. 'Violations
By Tim Peltier
Professor Cao' s Public International Law
class often discusses the role of internationallaw in protecting human rights around
the world. During the week before Thanksgiving, the class was visited by a man who
does more than just theorize about these
issues. Tyler Giannini, Co-Founder and
Co-Director of the non-governmental organization EarthRights International, works
to stop forced labor in Burma.
A William & Mary undergraduate alumnus who had the misfortune of going to law
school in Charlottesville, Giannini and
another American lawyer founded
EarthRights after seeing a Burmese refugee camp in Vietnam. Recognizing"that
there was no national court system for the
Burmese people to tum to EarthRights has
used American courts to fight for these
people.
The Burmese Government and American, British, and French oil companies are
currently building an oil pipeline in Burma.
They are forcing the local populatio.n to
clear away the j ungle and carry heavy
loads. The local people have been forced

out of their homes and brutalized while
providing virtual slave labor for the project
Giannini and his group have sued the oil
companies in U.S. courts to stop these
human rights violations. While the process is slow, EarthRights made legal history by winning jurisdiction over "
corporations for human rights abuses in
foreign lands. This had never been done
before. JfEarthRights eventually wins this
case, companies could be held liable for
human rights violations under intemationallaw, even iflocallaws ignore, or even
support, the atrocities.
Giannini's efforts show that a lawyer
can make a difference with efforts to make
the world a better place and that even a
small group can take on a large multinational corporation and hold it responsible for the suffering it inflicts overseas.
At the same time, EarthRights helps the
Burmese people to fight for themselves,
and begin to believe in the rule oflaw while
creating legal precedent that may make
companies think twice before violating the
rights of people in other countries.
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Trial Team shines at Michigan State .T ournam-e nt .(without use of secret tactical defense ploy!)
By Sarah Kinsman

Thibodeau, who attributed that to the
declarant, an MSU-DCL student on that
They practiced it until it they could school's trial advocacy board. Each of the
deliver it effortlessly. During the two . 16 teams competing did three trials, alterlengthy rehearsals at the law school, dur- natively representing prosecution or deing a ten-hour drive in a minivan to East fense. Teams with the best records
Lansing, Michigan, the four members of advanced to the fina1 round, where they
the National Trial Team who competed at competed in a single-elimination format. If
Michigan State-Detroit College of Law's several teams tied with similar records,
trial advocacy competition knew they teams were selected based uponjtiry votes
could deploy it if the team was suffering and critique scores. Each trial was judged
obvious defeat.
by real judges, or practicing attorneys, and
Iftrials became embarrassing struggles, before a jury of three attorneys.
competitors Seth Askins, Dan Fortune,
William and Mary defeated Widener
Sarah Kinsman, and Steve Thibodeau, (Pa.) in the first trial, held Oct. 25 . Askins
could ensure that William and Mary would and Fortune were defense counsel, and
leave with an impact, returning to Marshall- Kinsman and Thibodeaux played defense
Wythe as legends, or at least a stern lec~ witnesses. The team beat Florida by a mere
ture from Dean Reveley ("Triiiaaalll three points the next day with Kinsman
teeeam .... come into my office! What's this and Thibodeau as prosecutors and Askins
I hear about y'all arguing about some eight- and Fortune playing witnesses.
Florida State defeated William and Mary
foot W ookie moving to a planet full of
in the final trial, in which Askins and Forthree-foot Ewoks?")
That's right, the lethal "Chewbacca tune were defense again. The judge preDefense".
.
siding over the trial denied every motion
The team kept the tactic in reserve, and objection William and Mary offered,
though, as its showing was better than making the trial difficult for the defense.
expected. Fortune did use the "It does not Florida State competitors remarked in the
make sense!" theme in a closing argument aftermath that they had never seen a trial
that netted him a perfect score for closing advocacy competition judge rule so heavily
from one judge in the team's last trial.
against a team. In the post-mortem, the
Finishing with a 2-1 record in the pre- judge explained that in each round, orgaliminary round, William and Mary alleg- nizers instructed judges about how much
edly missed .the cut for the final round of leeway to give each side on rulings. In that
four by a slim margin, according to round, the judge was deliberately strict
with the defense . .
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In this last round, Fortune earned a
score of20 out of20 from one of the four
critiquers for his closing, which he later
described as going all-out in an to save the
round. His most memorable moment was
when, to emphasize a pointand build drama,
he dropped down into a squat to illustrate
how a cop in the scenario searched for a
pistol under bushes. Fortune lowered
himself to the floor, spoke in a hushed
voice, and rose abruptly while attacking
credibility of the evidence. Thibodeau
said about his surprise in watching Fortune do this, "He's going into a squat, and
I was thinking, 'My God, is he going to
spring at the jury?'"
The case was similar to the real trial of
rap artist Sean "Puffy" Combs. In the mock
case, a rap artist was charged with felonious assault for shooting another rapper at
a local nightclub.
The William and Mary members were
pleased with the competition results, after
hearing.that William and Mary teamS were
often beaten by schools with a heavY
emphasis on advocacy programs: This
team hoped to compete without being
easily defeated by other schools, so the
record and compliments from opponents,
critiquers, and organizers gav,e a realization Marshall-Wythe can compete at a
high level.
The trip was not all about evidence and
argument. In another stunning achievement, the team finished 'the alphabet game'
200 yards prior to the Pa. border, having
started outside Richmond looking for letters on signs. 'X' was vexing, as the team
searched for it- from Bethesda, Md., to
Hagerstown, Md. The team also survivea
the first real winter weather of the season, ·
arriving through downpours of rain and

Morris Dees Awarded the
Marshall-Wythe Medallion ·
By Katie Riley

..'

Civil rights attorney Morris Dees, CO"
founder of the Southern Poverty
Center; wa s' r ec e ntly . awarde d th e
Marshall-Wythe Medallion. The MarshallWythe Medallion is an annual award to a
distinguished member of the legal community. Our law school faculty select the
recipient each year making sure to rotate
the nominees through three categories:
judges, law professors, and practicing attorneys . Justice Breyer was the 1999-2000
recepient of the Medallion.
Morris Dees' s visit to the law school to
receive the medallion.was low key; there
were no formal speeches or receptions.
Instead, after having lunch with faculty
_ and administration, Mr. Dees met with
student members of the American Constitutional Society to answer questions about
his work. Recently elected ACS president
Tim Kollas introduced Mr. Dees. Tim (an

Law
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Seth Rundle
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April Thompson
Melissa Winn

Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of The Amicus are dedicated to all student opinion
regardless of forin or content. The Amicus reserves the right to edit fo r spelling and
grammar, but not content.
Letters to the Editor may not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper or
its staff. All letters to the Editor should be submitted by 5 p.m_Oil the Thursday prior
to publication. The Amicus will notprinta letter without confirmation of the author's
name. We may, however, withhold the name on request. Letters over 500 words may
be return~d to the writer with a request that the letter be edited for the sake of space.

enduring sleet, wind gusts up to 30 or 40
mph., and temperatures in the 20's and 30's.
Truly, we felt like "a tropical people."
The weekend was enlivened by some
good, old-fashioned law student mooching of free drinks. The school sponsored
a cocktail reception after the preliminary
trials, to announce the frnalists. After two
hours of imbibing and eating fmger foods
at MSU-DCL's expense, William and Mary
decided that advancing to the frnals had
serious consequences, such as preparing
at 11 p.m. for yet another round in the
morning. So, unlike some. teams who
slinked away upon learning of their demise, the Marshall-Wythe gang joined
new friends from Florida State and Widener to close down the reception and
venture onto the town.
At the next night's awards dinner,
teams won for best opening, closing, cross,
and direct in preliminary rounds. William
and Mary did not win its hoped-for closing
award, or any others. Georgia State won
the tournament over Southern Methodist,
with an SMU stUdent earning the best
oralist award. The other finalists were
W idener (Delaware) and Pacific.
The team also took time to enjoy some
of Michigan's delicacies, including more
late-night "Pizza House"meals after trials
than anyone should eat, and breakfast and
lunch at Thibodeau's fa vorite spot on the
planet, Tony's Steak Sandwiches. The
team eventually met the parents, as Bill and
Ginger Thibodeau overcame the technological difficulties and mystery of cell
phones to haye lunch and breakfast
Next semester the National Trial Team
will send competitors to the National Trial
Competition regional round and theAl iN
VTLA competition.

Oregon native) commented that he had
first learned of and begun admiring the
ciVil rights 'attorney ""hen Mr_Dees successfully sued white · supremacist Tom
Metzger and the White Aryan Resistance
group for their role in the death ofa young
bl~ck s~dent in Portl~d, Oregon.
Morris Dees was born in 1936 in Shorter,
Alabama and grew up the son ofa cotton
farmer. During his discussion with the
students he described how he was born
into a segregationist society, and didn ' t
think much of it until he began practicing
law and heard the stories of his AfricanAmerican clients. He, and 'attorne Joe
Levin, co-founded the Southern PovertY .
Law Center in 1971 with the goal oftaking
on pro bono cases for minorities and the
poor to fight for desegregation 'in recreational facilities , reapportionment of the
Alabama legislature, and to implement fed-
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-Holiday
Shopping
On-Line

3
always seems like you're getting more for
your money since their dollars are so much .
smaller than ours. Of course shipping
internationally might be a bit pricey, but
again, Canada's not so bad, and you can
tell your friends that their gifts came from
far off lands.
The one drawback of buying stuff online is that you always have to be careful
to not be cheated. Try to buy things from
companies you've heard of before .. Or, if
you do buy from small companies or private individuals, make sure they have a lot
ofcontact information (evidence that they
aren't hiding from the authorities or past
. customers) and make sure that the website
is well done. I figure that if someone puts
a lot ofeffort into designing a nice website,
. it's less likely that they're a fly-by-night
con artist. Use a credit card instead of a
checkcard because if the number is stolen
the credit card company will limit your
liability (fifty dollars or so) while a stolen
check card could empty your bank account. And of course, never spend more
than you're willing to lose in case your item
gets "lost" in the mail. Another issue of
concern is that Virginia requires you to pay
taxes on Internet purchases when you file
your state taxes in the spring so make sure
to track your purchases.
Good luck with your holiday shop. ping! For anyone interested in my favorite
website stores, here are a few:

Law school brings forth addictions.
The administration warns us as 1Ls to
avoid drugs and alcohol. But they didn't
warnmeagainstInterne~shopping. (Okay,
I'm not really addicted; it's a hobby.) Well,
with the holiday . season upon us, I've
decided to share some of my sage advice
for shopping on the Internet.
Shopping on-line is great. You can
shop anytime, anywhere · you have an
Internet connection. You can shOp in your
pajamas in the midqle of the night. If you
have small children, you can shop for their
presents without having to hire a
babysitter. If you're shopping and shipping to friends and relatives out of town,
you can avoid the middle step of you
standing in line at the post office by simply
shipping the item directly to the recipients.
Even ifyou don't buy the item on-line, you
can use the Internet to get ideas on gifts
and estimates of prices, so that you know
what to look for when you go to the stores.
Or, you can order catalogs from web sites
and look at all the pretty pictures at your
leisure.
The Internet is also full of great deals:
clearance items, free shipping, "$10 off .
with the purchase of$50 worth of stuff,"
etc. Try not to pay retail. Sometimes you
can get special offers by linking to a website
through another website. I often find this
to be the case when linking to the shops
featured on Yahoo or MSN .com. A lot of
websites also give discounts to first-time
buyers or people who sign up for future email announcements. You can always take
. yourselfoffthemailinglistlater. Oneother
helpful hint is to price shop once you find
an item you want to purchase. You can
usually shave off a few dollars by buying
the item from a small retailer rather than
from a big Internet store.
..
Best of all, the Internet has infinite
variety. I'llgiveyou~example. Last year,
my mother mentioned in passing that she
wanted a pair of giraffe earrings to match
one of her favorite shirts which also featured giraffes. As you can imagine, giraffe
earrings aren't jumping off the shelves at
the local department store, so I tried the
Internet. I used my google search engine
typing in the phrase "giraffe earrings," and
eventually found a couple ofstores. After
looking at the pictures and prices, I found
a good pair and mailed them directly to my
mother for her birthday. Besides giraffe ·
earrings, I've purchased 'a cotton candy
machine (not a dinky one), an old Atari
machine, and various hard-to-find books,
CDs (including karaoke), and computer
games. You can also peruse the gift shops
of your favorite museums on-line. I've
also bought things internationally. Credit
cards work in all currencies. I've done a lot
of shopping in Canadian stores and it

www.overstock.com-Clearanceitemsof
all sorts including bedding, dishes, furniture, sports goods, toys, jewelry, etc.
www.past-times.com - I'm a real Anglophile and fell in love with this British store
when visiting England. Their gifts are
based on Celtic, Medieval, Tudor, Elizabethan, Victorian, Edwardian, Roman, Art
Deco, Art Nouveau, Venetian, and East«rn
Lands theme~.
www.dragon.ca - This is my favorite
website for computer games and console
games. They're a Canadian company with
great clearance specials and often offer
free shipping.
~
www.ebay.com- Bidding on auctions can
get really addictive, and almost every type
of obscure collectible is represented. A
rating system by other customers helps
you pick out the reputable sellers. Eric
buys a lot of his computer gizmos and
accessories on ebay.
www.qvc.com- You can buy the stuffyou
see on television at your own convenience.
www.msn.com-Dozensofretailstoresare
featured in MSN.com's shopping area.
When I last checked, they were offering to
rebate $20 for every $100 spent buying
gifts featured on MSN .com. Some of the
stores include Nordstrom, Speigel, Museum Company, Martha Stewart, Radio
Shack, Godiva, Discovery Store, etc.
www.redenvelope.com - Although a bit
pricey, Red Envelope has a wide variety of
high-quality gifts to appeal to all types of
people. It' s a good place to look for ideas.

www.sanrid.com-HelloKittyandfriends.
What more needs to be said?
www.forcounsel.com - For Counsel features gifts for lawyers, doctors, stock brokers, and real estate agents.·Lots of gavels
and lady justice statutes, ties, cuffiinks,
board games, t-shirts, etc; They have
some truly adorable baby's clothes featuring such slogans as "mess ipsa loquitur"
and "attorney work product."
www.bhphotovideo.com - This is a large
New York City photography store with
quality equipment and good prices.
www.shindigz.com- For anyone who was
on their high school's student council,
you'll recognize the people who supply
those gi!lllt balloon arches.and cardboard
castles for proms. Those prom people
(Stumps) have recently merged with
Shindigz who supplies holiday decorations and party favors on a smaller scale.
Although expensive, it's fun to look at the
elaborate decorating themes.
www.coldwatercreek.com - The fancy
western-themed store from Jackson Hole,
Wyoming has a website of its clothes,
home decor, and prin~.
www.uncommongoods.com-Anothergift
store. Lots of home decor, dishes, linens,
etc. Stuffyou won't fmd at the mall, at least
not a common mall.

Faculty Reconsider
Curve,
continued from page 1
iam & Mary student would have a newly
competitive B-plus average.
Student varied in their response to the
proposal. While some were excited by the
prospect of higher grades, others, especially 2L and 3L's, were concerned about
the proposal as their overall G .P .A. would
remain lower than a comparably ranked 1L
student. This was particularly troubling to
2L's looking for summer associate jobs.
Other students expressed concern that an
inflated GPA could potentially' diminish
the value ofthe grades received by William
& Mary law students in the eyes of employers, or that this would lead to an "arms
race" escalation ofgrades with the University of Virginia. One student asked why
not allow for A -plus grades when moving
the curve, to which Dean Jackson explained,
"Our computer system does not currently
have he technological capacity to handle
an A-plus." Of-course, the question arose
why we should have a curve at all, to which
Professor Koch had a succinct answer: "If
I were to look at an exam and ask ' What did
I expect?' everyone would probably get a
Corbelow."
The faculty are expected to vote before
the exam period on whether to adopt the
new curve, so that any changes made will
be effective this entire year.

www.paragongifts.com ~ Another gift store
with lots ofholidayiterns and nature themes. \ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MusiclBookslVideos:
www.amazon.com -The current deal at
Amazon.com is free shipping ifyou spend
$99. The books and CDs are cheaper than
retail, but not a lot cheaper. Amazon.com
is also the host of Toys R Us and Target.
www.towerrecords.com - Tower Records
originated in my home town of Sacramento, so whenever possible, I try to be
loyal to it.
www.cdnow.com- You can buy music and
download it immediately. You can even
buy individual songs and burn your own
compilation CDs.
www.half.com - Buy used books and CDs
at discount prices. Some of the stuff isn't
even used; it's sold by small retailers who
have overstock items.
www.bn.com - Barnes & Nobles on the
Internet. Their current special is free shipping if you buy at least two items.

Morris Dees,
continued from page 3
eral civil rights legislation such as the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights
Actofl965. Their goal was to implement
the ' major vict~ries of the Civil Rights
Movements. Besides desegregation, the
SPLC has brought Cases against textile
companies over brown lung disease, prison
reform cases to stop the use ofchain g~s
and improve mental institutions, and has
tried approximately 60 capital cases. (The
SPLC used to have a project called Team
Defense, teaching attorneys how to defend death penalty cases.)
Today, the SouthemPoverty Law Center works on various projects. One of
those projects is the Intelligence Project,
tracking hate groups and militias throughout the nation and sharing that information with law enforcement authorities to
help in the prosecution of hate crimes.
Teaching Tolerance is their most recent
endeavor. It's an educational program,
creating classroom materials for teachers
to teach tolerance and diversity. One of
the videos created for the program won an
Academy A ward. The project now has a
tolerance.org website. The SPLC is also
the site ofthe Civil Rights Memorial, honoring those who died during the Civil
Rights Movement.
Ifinterested in learning more about the
Southern Poverty Law Center, check out
their website splcenter.org.
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one's answers on the bar application. The program is definitely meant to en- United States Supreme-Court invalidated a
Rogers intends that the workshop series hance a student's resources and not meant city ordinance similar to the Virginia statwiIIprovide students with a forum in which to replace any other review course he or ute in Black v. Commonwealth.
they feel comfortable enough to ask him she has decided to enroll in. Dean Rogers The review for overbreadth Wits triggered
candidly about their application answers has been in contact with several compa- by a clause stating that any cross burning
andpromisesthatifhedoesnotknowhow nies that offer paid classes and has asked would constitute prima facie evidence of
to advise a student, he will contact the if they would be willing to assist with the an intent to intimidate. Because this preVirginia Bar.
program in any way. He is still in talks with sumption enabled the governrnent to conone of those companies to see if they will vict without proving the intent element,
Toward whom is the program directed?
be a part of the workshops.
the court held that the statute overreached
The program will consist of a series of
its aims.
lectures throughout the spring semester How do we sign up for the workshops?
By Adrienne Griffin
I have to be honest: I don't like this
and will take place mostly in the evenings Watch your email for further details about outcome. I see that it fits squarely into First
and on weekends to allow for the greatest the times, locations, and precise subject Amendment jurisprudence, but it seems
Bennie Rogers is not only the Assistant percentage ofparticipation by all ~tudents. matter of the workshops, which will most wrong that the Commonwealth cannot prosecute persons who harass other citizens of
Dean of Admission, but he is also the The program is designed to attract all likely begin in early February.
the Commonwealth in so graphic a fashion
Assistant Director of the Academic Sup- students, with specific sessions geared
unless and until their behavior rises to the
port Program. As a 1999 graduate of Wi 1- toward the needs of each class. Some
liam and Mary Li.w School, he remembers sessions may be tailored toward recently
level of fighting words. Alternately, it'
seems wrong that cross burning is not
well the process of applying to the bar and graduated students who have delayed
sitting for the exam. His sympathy for sitting for the bar or will be doing so for a
presumptively fighting words. As the
students and their struggles with the exam second time. Dean Rogers will be in charge
court indicates in its decis.ion, the first
cross burning statute in Virginia was enled him to develop the upcoming Spring of the program and will be joined by a
By Holly Shaver Bryant
acted in 1952 in response to Klu Klux Klan
Bar Preparation Workshops, a series of teaching assistant as well as third year
programs that will take place on campus students in sessions for the first years .
On November 2, the Virginia Supreme activity. It was the General Assembly's
next semester. I spols:e with Dean Rogers
Court held unconstitutional the section of effort to take a stand against hate in a day
about his plans for the Workshops. The What ca'n first year students expectfrom the Virginia Code making it "unlawful for that witnessed rampant .bigotry and viofOlfowing questions and answers reflect the program?
any person or persons, with the intent of lence by persons harboring, speaking, and
issues we discussed but ' are not direct The first year students will receive an intimidating any person or group of p'er- demonstrating racist sentiments. Enact. introduction to the application and testing sons, to burn, or cause to be burned, a ing that statute was a good and undoubtquotes from the Dean:
process. Their sessions will provide ad- cross on the property of another, a high- edly a brave act in its day.
What are the reasons or goals motivating vice about necessary and recommended way or other public place." Va. Code §
I know that free speech is vital to our
courses to take throughout law school. 18.2-423. The statute made cross burning way of life and system of government. I
this new program?
The main objective is to improve William They will hear about the advantages of a Class 6 felony.
embrace and promote free speech and our
and Mary's bar passage rate for first time applying early and will be given applicaThe statutory challenge arose in three other First Amendment freedoms. I think
test takers. According to the latest figures tion and deadline information about appli- consolidated cases in which persons ap- they are first for a reason. I think Paul Rush
from US News and World Report, o~r cations for other states. First years will pealed their convictions under the cross was right on when he wrote in the last issue
passage rate is at 84%, which is roughly also have the opportunity to look at sample burning statute. In the first case, Brown v. of the Amicus that dissent and the dialecequivalent to similarly situated schools questions and practice answering them if Commonwealth, the defendant, a member tic are fundamental to a free society.
such as Washington and Lee. The overall they desire.
ofthe Klu Klux Klan, burned a cross during But what about when neutral principles of
rate is 74% for the entire state. Although
a rally heldona farm in Caroll County with free speechjurisprudence lead to un-Ameriour numbers are good, they can be better. Whatwill be different for Second and third the permission ofthe property owner. The can outcomes like the one in Black v.
The goal is to improve passage rate by years?
second and third cases, 0 'Mara v. Com- Commonwealth? Paul got me thinking
about four or five percent, which means The second and third years will have I?ven monwealth and Elliot v. Commonwealth, about this by expressing his opinion that
that an additional eight or ten students will more opportunities to review sample ques- arose from the same incident, in which a flag burning is a poor, ifiegal, choice for
pass on the first try. Additionally, an aim tions and will be allowed to take sample group of white men including the defen- political protestors. We probably all have
of the program is to aid graduates who are portions in a timed situation. They will dants burned a cross in the backyard of a place where our commitment to free
receive feedback on their answers. Dean their Virginia Beach neighbor, a black man speech bumps hard up against our other
taking the bar for the second time.
Rogers
plans'to invite faculty and lawyers who had complained about one of the vaiues. Pick your free speech poison: Is
According to Dean Rogers, bar passage
from
the
community to share their experi- defendants fIring his guns in the back yard it obscenity? Flag burning? Cross burnrate is one . of the factors that students
ences
and
offer words of encouragement next door. The Commonwealth proved ing? Lawyer advertising? (Little joke for
should look at when applying to law school.
and
advice
to students. Dean Rogers also racial animus and the requisite intent to folks in Lawyers in Practice Settings ...)
While not always a point emphasized by
hopes
to
help
third year students track the intimidate in all three cases.
recruitment materi~ls, it can be a good
Something gets everyone in the gut in Free
progress
of
their
applications. He ex- Citing Supreme Court precedent and the Speech Land. The truth is, most of us
indicator ofthe quality ofthe school. It will
also help prospective students gauge their plained that the process is quite lengthy reasoning of other state courts that have might like the opportunity to redraw the
and demanding on one ' s time. For ex- invalidated cross burning statutes on First boundaries of free speech--just a bit--so
employability after graduation.
.
The other goal of the workshops is to ample, the application asks for information Amendment grounds, the Supreme Court they conform more closely to our personal
relieve some of the stress associated with about the applicant's prior residences,. held that the statute was invalid as con- sensibilities and our beliefs about what are
preparing for the bar. This will include going back ten years. For many people, tent-based discrimination and because it core American values. With just a bit of
general tips and information about whatto that can take some research. Rogers hopes was overbroad to accomplish its purpose. redrawing, we could have things just the
expect on the day of the'test. Forexample, to provide paperwork deadlines that will In its discussion of content discrimina- way we like them. I want harassing speech
Virginia requires candidates to dress in encourage students to complete the pro- tion, the court criticized the statute for out the window, regardless of whether it
business attire when they sit for the exam. cess early to avoid urmecessary deadline- selectively regul~ting an act of symbolic rises to the level offighting words. What
expression on the basis of its content. do you want? The sky' s the limit.
The exam has been most recently adminis- related anxiety.
Because the history of cross burning is Ah, but there's arub. If we all redrew the
tered in Roanoke. According to Dean
Rogers, there are only two restaurants What about students who do not plan to universally associated with a racist and boundaries of free speech just a bit, in the
religiously discrimlnatorY ideology, says end we would find that little is left. Knock
located near the site of the exam. He take the Virginia Bar?
recommended packing a lunch to avoid The program will aid students taking other the court., banning of cross burning is off a little corner here apd an unsightly
frustrating lines or the scary prospect of exams by helping them locate the applica- inherently an· effort to suppress' the ex- bump there, and eventually the valuable
going on to the second part of the exam tion of their choice. Dean Rogers hops to pression ofa particular viewpoint: "In this dissent and ensuing dialectic will be lost.
eventually establish a system by which all case, the Commonwealth seeks to pro- As the court in Black v. Commonwealth
without having taken a lunch break.
FinaIIy, the workshops wiII emphasize ethi- applicationswilibe available at the school scribe expressive conduct that is intimi- notes:·
cal issues with students ofall levels. Dean as well as sample questions from all other dating in nature, but selectively chooses However pernicious the expression may
only cross burning because of its distinc- be, "ifthere is a bedrockprincipleunderlyRogers explained that one of the goals of states.
tivemessage." Such a prolubition is imper- ing the First Amendment, it is that the
law school itself is to teach students to be
professionally and ethically responsible. Is this program meant to replace or en- missible under R.A. V. v. City ofSt. Paul, governrnent may I!ot prohibit the expres3 77 (1 992), in which case the sion of an idea simply because society
This is especially crucial with respect to hance commercial classes such as 505
BarBri?
finds the idea itself offensive or disagree-
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" groundstop" by the FAA thwarted addiFor heuristic purposes-Qnly!-sup- $5 per gallon is almost an incidental reward
tionalhijackings. Even takingjustthe four pose that 200 of the 300 sought suspected for their generous sensitivity to the cushijackings we are sure about, we must terrorist are Middle Eastern men between tomers' needs. A nice algorithm shows
revise the probabilities and then factor in 15 and 30 years of age, that these individu- that 5 out of 6 people got what they really
the marginal utility of the increased secu- als can be readily identified as such by the wanted, whethertheyknewitornot. They
rity measures. If the prior probability of a operators of the scanning machines, and either saved time or they saved mOIiey,
By Dennis CaUahan
commercial flight being hijacked was one that there are 200,000 people in that demo- depending solely on which they wanted to
in a million, we have to revise that likeli- graphic in the States. The prior probability do. Except for the poor-whom we can
Reverend Bayes on Terrorism
hood given the September 11 th takeovers is 1 in 1,000 suspected terrorists and we ignore since they always get shafted anyReverend Thomas Bayes was a con- to five in a million before calculating the can run our Bayes Theorem analysis using way-things worked out very nicely.
temporary of George Wythe whose work next iteration of the likelihood of airliner the same three machines above:
Since we're law students, let' s playa
in the area of statistical probability holds terrorism. Only with the updated probabilfamiliar
game: adjust the hypo a little, and
A)
95%
accurate:
1.8%
of
matches
can
we
correctly
factor
in
the
marginal
ity
lessons for us today. Bayes Theorem
run
the
same
analysis. Let's assume that
will
be
"real"
protection
of
the
increased
security.
Do
measures conditional probabilities for degas
price
hikes
result from the more natural
the
marginal
benefits
of
having
Nati.
o
nal
cision making in terms of prior probabilibut
still make our merchants
motivation,
B)
99%
accurate:
9%
of
matches
will
Guard
troops
double-check
passengers'
ties (what we have observed in the past)
sensitive
in
the
face
of a national crisis. In
be
"real"
identification
and
boarding
passes,
the
and reverse conditional probability (the
other words, in this hypo, the price doesn't
likelihood ofwhat we observed in the past hand searching of carry-on luggage, and
q 99.9% accurate: 50% ofmatches go up. People panic in the face ofuncernot happening) . In short, Bayes Theorem restricting gate access to ticketed passentainty and rush to fill their tank. Lines form.
allows us to update our prior assessments gers more than outweigh the new informa- will be "real"
Who gets driven out the lines?
of probabilities in lightofnew information. tion we have about prior hij ackings? Bayes
How this infonriation is employed (or is .
Theorem suggests otherwise. I do not
People who value time more than
Bayes Theorem holds that the poste- mean to alarm anyone. Flying is still safer "deployed" a more accurate description?)
will
be
key.
From
my
perspective,
I
think
money.
rior or revised probability of an event than many routine activities; it is just not
Bayes Theorem indicates that widespread
occurring given a condition (the probabil- safer than before September 11 tho
These would tend to be people who
use of facial scanning technology would
ity of A given B, written " AlB"), is equal to
have
more money than average. If you
Bayes
Theorem
Applied
#2-Ever
do
more
damage
than
it
is
worth
as
a
its likelihood given a condition (the probconsider
time as part of one's net worth
terrorism
fighting
tool.
In
the
competitive
since
the
terrorist
attacks,
scanning
deability of B given A) multiplied by the
(time
is
money,
you know), then relative to
pursuit
vices
which
identify
people
wanted
by
law
.
of
suspected
terrorists,
99.9%
aclikelihood of the condition (probability of
their
total
worth,
time is the more scarce
curate
machines
would
lead
to
999
witch
~nforcement
authorities
by
their
features
,
A)dividedbyP(B/A)* peA) + PCB/notA)
resource;
a
pie
chart
would reveal that time
hunts
for
every
"real
hit"
in
the
general
or
"
facial
maps,"
have
been
discussed
as
* P(notA).··
a way to combatterronsm. Does the use of popUlation. With a more realistic assump- is a small slice of the whole pie.
For example, if a machine which mal- these machines pass Bayes Theorem mus- tion of99% accurate machines, even in the
Who stays in the lines and gets the
functions 30% of the time produces 10% ter? From a strictly empirical standpoint profiled demographic of young Middle
defective parts when it malfunctions but (i.e., placing constitutional privacy argu- Eastern men, 91 % of matches will be false gas?
only 1% defectives when it is functioning ments aside), there are two key variables positives. It does not take a fertile imagiPeople who value money more than
properly, through Bayes Theorem we cah which should inform the debate: (1) the nation to conjure up scenarios of these
time.
figure out the probability that a machine accuracy of the machines, and (2) the "initial matches" going terribly wrong.
was malfunctioning when we observe a known incidence of the terrorist populaOf course, the converse of the above
tion . This latter criteria hinges on demodefective part:
.
explains who these people tend to be.
graphic profiling . .
There may be some outliers in the who's
The posterior probability that a mawho generalization. Some people with a lot
If
the
FBI
is
seeking
300
terrorists
chine was malfunctioning given a defecofmoney would still rather have a full tank.
thought
to
be
in
the
United
States
(roughly
tive part equals the probability of a
and
three
separate
Some people with more time than money
1
in
a
million
residents)
defective part given a malfunctioning mawould still rathernot wait in line. Neverthechine (10%) multiplied by the probability facial scanning machines are 95% accurate
less, everyone gets what they want. In
a machine is malfunctioning (30%) di- (5% false positives), 99% accurate (1 %
fact, in this hypothetical, the rich need not
vided by the above (10% * 30%) plus the false positives) and 99.9% accurate (.1 %
fear that they aren' t getting the inherent
probability of a defective given a properly false positives), respectively, the likelihood that a "match" in the general popuadvantage that the capitalist system gives
fun~tioning machine (1 %) multiplied by
.
them, and to which they've grown quite
the probability that the machine is func- lationis:
accustomed. No, they can still have it both
tioning properly (70%). After doing the
. By Tim KoUas
A) 95% accurate: .0019%, or less
ways. Because they are price insensitive,
math, we know that the probability that a
they can pay someone to take their car to
machine was malfunctioning given a found than 2 in 100,000 people who are match the
In the last issue of this fine paper, we the station and wait in line. They get a full
defective part is 81.1 %. The likelihood that pictures of suspected terrorists are actuthe machine w.as functioning properly ally terrorists; the other 99,998 will be false got another installment in our lesson in tank and they save their time.
when the defective part was produced is positives subjected to increasingly inva- capitalist superiority. A previous installmentexplained whywine-coloredPTCruisLet' s comp;rre the outcomes In the
18.9%. The equation reads: «.1)(.3» / sive screening procedures.
ers
first
make
America
great.
(It's
not
because
hypo, everyone got what they genu« (. IX.3»+«·OlX·7»)=.811 .
B)
99% accurate: .0098%, or about conspicious and voracious consumption inely wanted, except for the poor, who
This is all weIland good and will get 1 in 10,000 people who match are "real" makes the Third World hate us and wantto were forced to save their time and their
you through statistics in the MBA Pro- matches, meaning 9,999 false positives for destroy us.) This time we found out that money. One might suppose that this is
filling our Cruiser with $5 per gallon gaso- good for them, but it's a trulyp~temalistic
gram, but what does it tell us about terror- every "real" hit.
line makes gas merchants heros. This result if ever there was one.
ism? I see at least two applications.
q 99.9% accurate: .099% orabout lesson warrants greater scrutiny.
In the second hypo, everyone got what
Bayes Theorem Applied #1-In the 1 in 1,000 people who match are "real"
The apology for high gas prices makes they genuinely wanted, with no excepaftermath of the hijack attacks, security matches
an assumption that would be difficult to tions. People who valued gas more got
was ramped up at airports and the received
If such an accurate machine as "C" verify-thatthe rise in prices wasn 't driven gas. People who valued time more got time.
wisdom from the pundits and government
officials is that as a result, flying has never exists and the test is re-run on " initial by thegreedof~erchants. We all know by Another victory for the market.
been safer. This is true according to Bayes matches" with adjusted prior probabilities now that subjective intent is very difficult
Except that' s not what happened. MerTheorem only if you discount the value of (updated to 1 in 1,000 from 1 in 1,000,000), to prove. We need to look at the circumnew mformation. Doing so imputes knowl- 50% of "double-matches" will be "real" stances and see what explanation makes chants were not sensitive to the needs of
their customers. They exploited public
edge to travelers that they did not have matches. This observation leads to the the . most sense.
panic in the face of uncertainty. Ameribefore September 11th o In addition to the latter of the two points: that of profiling
In the hypothetical given, it seems that cans need taknow that we 'll still be able to
four hijackings we lrnow all too well, all and the incidence of the known terrorist
the merchants raised their prices in order to mow our lawn next week. Gas merchants
accounts have it that the immediate population-.
save their customers time. That they reaped know it, and they took advantage .of our
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SOlDething's
Fishy About
Market
Analysis
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insecurity. Asaresult, we got an anomolous
concentration of wealth, and an incomplete realization of the population's values.

If we assume that market efficiency is
the real motive and make price the only
variable, we see that leaving the price
alone results in every individual realizing
his or her values. Raising the price results
in only 5/6 of us realizing our values.
Raising ~e price does not serve market
efficiency as well as leavingthe price alone.
Therefore, since merchants raised the price
anyway, efficiency can ' t be the real motive.
If we assume that greed is the real
motive, the formula works perfectly, and
meshes with reality. Leaving the price
alone does not serve greed. The customers get what they want, but the merchant's
only added gain comes strictly from marginal increases in sales volume. Raising
the price does serve greed. Not all of the
customers get what they want, but the
merchant walks away with a big pile of
cash.
The problem with market analysis is
that it tries to quantify so that everything
can be explained with tidy formulas. Things
that are difficult to quantify are simply
excluded from the formula Humanity does
not fit in well. Greed does not fit in well, so
market analysts simply assume it away.
Unfortunately, this not only causes the
analysis ofthe market to fail, italso causes
anal)'sis ofthe larger w orld to fail. TheveT'j
human reaction oJ leb Bush, hardly a
Marxist, is dismissed as unprincipled, re, actionary rubbish, because it does not suit
the perceived market justification.
Even ifthatjustification were correcteven if we could alter the formula so that
greed actually did best serve society's
needs-Jeb's revulsion should not be derided. You can't prove that an apple (human character) isn't rotten by showing an
orange (the market) that's perfect. Even if
tripling the price of flags on September
12th really was the best thing for the market, for perhaps the only time in my life, I'm
goingtoagreewithJebBush: That's sick.
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Quick note before I get started: I am
pretty sure that the idea to alphabetize this
list came from the part of me that this
column is designed to silence. If you read
one of my first columns, that's right, the
law school me may have reared his head
again: So to prevent him from hanging
around and ruining this for me, I bought a
six-pack and am going to drink. until this
column is done.
A. TheAmicus Curiae. Hey, they actually
publish my rantings; they at least deserve
a spot on the list.
B. Britney Spears. If you really have to
ask, you obviously did not see the last
fifteen minutes of the concert she filmed
for HBO, and for you, all I'll say is ii was
raining!!

By Char Rieck

'Tis the season ... Considering the decorations have been up in malls for over a
month, it is quite possible thatit is almost
always "the season." Anyway, in my
constant search for material to spout off
about, for this issue, I have decided that a
holiday-themed column might be palatable, in spite of my disdain for cliches.
Besides, it's Thanksgiving night, mydad's
snoring on the couch, and I've got some
leftover apple pie; I'm in a festive mood, so
here it is: What I am thankful for: A-Z.

P. Too .. . many ... un-publishable
... thoughts . .. Must. .. move ... on.
Q. Hell, I just give up.
R RebeccaRomijn-Stamos. Notherspecifically, but more in connection with a
friendofmine. I'llexplain. My friend Ricky,
who is a big fan of hers, actually goes into
a rage whenever one of us says her name
and continues past the hyphen. These are
similar to Conan 0 'Brian's tantrum the first
time she appeared on his show after she .
married Uncle Jessie, except Rick's rages
are directed at whomever acknowledged
her marital status. It was this mistake that
once got my friend Allan thrown into a '
dumpster in Georgetown. It's funny because it wasn't me.

C Curt Schilling. The answer to all Yankee-haters' prayers.

D. Duke Basketball, and 0 f course, Digital
Cable.
E Ethics class. It taught me everything I
needed for the MPRE. On a related note,
I always thought there should be a punctuation mark to indicate sarcasm.
F. I am just over a semester away from
graduating, there is nothing to be thankful
for about the letter F.
G The Green Leaf. Smoky, crowded, and
from the constant police presence outside
'jou' d think it was in the middle of a war
zone. But really, how insane would we be
without it?

.H Heathers. One of the great dark comedies of all times, and greatest of the 80' s.
Set in a high school, main character is an
outsider, soon to be famous people (Christian Slater, Winona Ryder, Shannen
Doherty), lines like "I love my dead gay
son! !" and "Grow up, Heather. Bulimia is
so '87", and features "Teenage Suicide:
Don't Do It" by Big Fun on the soundtrack.
What more can you ask for?

S. Stereophonics. This is a Welsh band
that spent a portion of the fall opening up
for U2. They're apparently huge in the
U.K., write good songs, are fronted by ~
guy who WILL someday become the lead
singer ofOasis (as soon as Noel snaps and
kills his brother), and when I saw them in
Philly, provided one ofthe top five concert
moments of my life. Twice during one
song, the entire band hits four or five notes
in a row all in sync. On this night, both
times during the song, the drummer decided to only use one arm to do his part.
With his other hand, in perfect sync with
the rest of the band, he punched himselfin
theface.
T. Nick Tahoe's. Commonly known as
Tahoe's. Home of the Garbage Plate, it is
the only distinctive cuisine from my hometown, Rochester, NY. Ingredients: two hot
dogs, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, or Italian sausages covered in two ofyour choice
of macaroni salad, fries, home fries, hash
browns, or potato salad, then smothered in
hot sauce. In short, it is th~ greatest late
night food ever. I wonder why I'm craving
grease right now???

U. U2.

K KerryCollins. Going to great lengths to
demonstrate just how many ways there are
to choke at crucial moments in big
games .. . %&#@!!!

V. Velma and the rest of her Mystery
Machine companions. And I'm talking
about the classics, not that horrendous
modernization that's been masquerading
on the Cartoon Network lately. Question
though: ifScooby, Shaggy, Fred, Velma,
and Daphne could get off the Island,why
didn't they take Gilligan? Yep, it's possible I might be drunk.

L Lord of the Rings and of course Law
and Order.

W. Wawa.It'sbeensixdaysandI'mgoing
through withdrawal.

M. May 12, 2002. Graduation, orasI like to
call it, the storming of the Bastille.

X TheXBox. Becausetheworldneeded
another $200 gaming system, and Bill Gates
needed to make a little more monex.

I.

Intoxicated. Yes, yes I ani.

1. JuliaStiles,JenniferConnelly. Because
I said so.

Leftovers

popped into my head.

N. New Airport Security. Ifoutof6flights,
you are chosen 5 times, can they still be
called "random"?
O. Optimus Prime. Still cannot believe
they killed him in Transformers: TheMovie.
. Don'tknow whetherI am necessarily thankful for"him, it was just the first thing that

Y. MyYChromosome. Because I couldn't
come up with another Y.
Z. Zero. The number of drinks I have left.

Harry
Potter to the
Rescue
By Rebecca Goodgame Ebinger

I never would have written a column on
Harry Potter six months ago. I probably
would not have read an article on Harry
Potter. In fact, I would have laughed at an
article on Harry Potter. Notanymore. My
first semester of law school brought the
boy wizard into my life.! guess everyone
reacts differently to his or her first semester of law school, and I did not react particularlywell. I started to have nightmares.
That might sound silly, but itwas real. My
nightmares primarily revolved around
torts, but contracts also featured in my
nighttime cinema. Thankfully, Professor
Dickerson's use of the Bear· family and
Goldilocks in Civil Procedure was benign
enough to spare me from nocturnal trauma.
Also, it is hard to have nightmares about
syllogisms, so I was safe from Property.
Still, Torts and Contracts haunted me.
I started to dream about the torts I q1ust
have committed thus far in my life. Life's
daily events began to wind up in my sleep,
transformed into some horrib Ie hypothetical diagramed in chalk. In addition, Bubba,
our favorite tortfeasor, started to visit my
nightmares. He appeared one evening and
mistakenly shot my dog, thinking he was
a very small, fluffy deer.
.Contracts was just as bad. I started to wake
up in a sweat wondering ifI was contractually bound to promises that I had hoped
were unenforceable. Was I really going to
have to let my husband hang a velvet
portrait ofElvis in the bathroom since he let
me throw out the "Hotdogger" hot dog
cooking appliance his buddies gave us as
a wedding present? Was his loss of the
"Hotdogger" consideration?
How does Harry fit in to all ofthis you ask?
When I realized this was becoming a problem, I soughtthe advice ofa friend ofmine
who is also in a stressful academic environment, albeit at a higher level. As a first
year professor I thought she might be able
to help me find a way to deal with the stress.
Her answer? Harry Potter!
At first I scoffed, but after a nightmare
based on legal skills reading, I ·knew I
needed help. She loaned me the first book
and I was hooked.
The good news was that I stopped having
nightmares. The books were enthralling- a nice change ofpace from mycasebooks.
The bad news was that I could not put the
books down. My plan to boostmyproductivity by eliminating my nightmares did not
turn out quite as I planned. I ended up
reading each ofthe four books more quickly
than the last-leaving other, less intriguing reading fare to the wayside.
I lost a little sleep and I lost a little study
time, but the nightmares are gone. I think
in the end, Harry Potter helped me more
than he hurt me, and I am grateful.
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AInicus In-Depth Faculty/ Amicus In-Depth Faculty/
Staff Interview with
Staff Interview with
Professor Grover
Professor Dickerson
I have a tattoo that is an inch-wide band
that runs the circumference of my son's
right bicep

8) WhatotberprofessionwouldyouNOT
wanttotry?
Being a doctor (I know how whata cadaver

10)
What's the bestthingaboutyour
job? \Vbat's the worse thing about your
job?

is ... )
9) Ifyou have a tattoo, what does it say (or
depict)...ifyou don't have one, and decided
to get one, what would it say (or depict)?

Best: it's lively and dynamic
Worst: see my upcoming no:vel

Idon ' thaveone. I'll never have one. And,
I hope my son doesn ' t even think about
getting one.

11)
!fyou could talk to one person
living or dead, who would it be?

10)
What's thebestthing about your
job? What's the worse thing about your
job?

myself
12)
What's one little known fact
about William and Mary School of Law
that everyone should know?

The best thing is teaching, talking to, and
being around students.

By: AndreaL. D' Ambra
I) What'syourfavoriteword'!

The worse thing is trying to explain to nonprofessors that I work more than just the
number of hours I stand in the classroom.

By: AndreaL.D' Ambra
1) What'syourfavoriteword?

11)
!fyou could talk to one person
living or dead, who would itbe?

13)
Ifyou could appoint thenextthree
Supreme Court justices, who would they

"Alnicus"

be?

Jesus Christ

2) Wbat'syourleastfavoriteword?

Vicki Shultz, Lani Guinier, A\emante
Selassie

What's one little known fact
12)
about William and Mary School of Law
that everyone should know?

"There's"-when followed by singular
noun (e.g., there 's seven of us.)

Purple
2) What'syourleastfavoriteword?
Racism
3) What's your most vivid childhood
memory?
Spending the weekend with my grandparents, eating lots and lots of sugary foods
. 0nSaturday, waking up with a tummy ache
on Sunday morning, then topping off the
weekend by drinking "milk with a little
coffee" for Sunday breakfast before head. ing off to Sunday SchooL

I probably need to be asking that question!
. With a one yearoldathome - I don 't get out
much. I depend onmyGRFsto tell me know
the little known facts about the law school.
Ifyou could appoint the nextthree
Supr~me Court justices, who would they
be?

13)

Charles Ogletree, Lani Guinier, Roger Gre4) When you were a child, what did you . gory
want to bewhen you grew up?
Professor Kades' Question: (stolen from
A doctor. untill learned the meaning ofthe George Carlin) IfGod is almighty,can she
word cadaver.
create a rock so large that she herself
cannot move it?
5) What's your favorite smell?
Nope. The only thing God cannot do is fail.
My son, after I 'v finished bathing and
iotioning him before putting him to bed Nowyouhaveachancetoposeaquestion
each night.
to the next faculty member to answer this
questionnaire....
6) \Vbat's your leastfavorite smell?
Do you think we are the way we are beGreen peas (fresh, cooked, in soup, in any cause of nature or nurture?
fonn!)

3) What's your most vivid childhood
memory?
Looking at the sky
4) Whenyouwereachild, whatdidyou
wantto be when you grew up?
I would be embarrassed to share this information with you.
5) What'syourfavoritesmeU?

Being a dire.ctor of a Gospel Choir

Professor Kades' Question: (stolen from
George Carlin) IfGod is almighty,can she
create a rock so large that she herself
cannot move it?
Because we are a state school, I can't
answer this one (would violate separation
of church and state)
Now you have a chance to pose a question
to the nextfaculty member to answer this
questionnaire. ...
When students in your class laugh, is it
usually at you or with you?

Fresh air
6) What's your least favorite smell?
Fruity perfumes
1) What other profession would you like
to try?

Wilderness guide.
8) WhatotherprofessionwouJdyouNOT
wanttotry?
Slaughterhouse worker

7) What other profession would you like
to try?

The alarm won't sound if you open the
stairwell door to the pa~o.

9) Hyou have a tattoo, what does it say (or
depict)-ifyou don 't have one, and decided
to get one, what would it say (or depict)?

*Questions borrowed heavily from
Bravo's Inside the Actor's Studio's Bernard Pivot Questionnaire and the NationalJournal's Media Monitor spotlight
questionnaire. Afew actually conceived
by William and Mary law students.
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AlDicus In-Depth Faculty/
Staff Interview-with
Professor Stein
Robertson Davies.
12) Whats one little known fact about
William and Mary School ofLawthat
everyone should know?
The library's wonderful video collection.

13) If you could appoint the next three
Supreme Court justices, who would
they be?
By: AndreaL. D' Ambra
1) Whats your favorite word?

David Wilkins, Judith Resnick, and Chief
Judge Robert Bell.

2) Whats your least favorite word?

14) Professor Kades Question: (stolen
from George Carlin) If God is almighty,
can she create a rock so large that she
herself cannot move it?

Epistemological.

Absolutely.

3)

Nowyouhaveachancetoposeaquestion _
to the next faculty member to answer
this questionnaire....

Vacation.

Whats your most vivid childhood

memory?
Sony, that's private.
4) When you were a child, what did you
want to be when you grew up?

Teacher.
5)

Whats your favorite smell?

Why?

Sex in the
Essay
By Jeremy Eglen

Whats your least favorite smell?

Recycled airline air.
7) Whatotherprofession would you like
to try?
Billionaire Philanthropist.

---

Burning Speech,
u.s.

Citrus.
6)
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managed to find sexual metaphor in just Interaction with other people ' s property is
abou.t eve~g. Shakespeare, it seems, a touchy subject, which requires a great
was talking about sex even in the parts of body oflaw. For a Gift of property to be
the plays that your middle school text- valid, there must be Delivery, Intent to
books left in. Classical writers thought give, and Acceptance: Some conveyabout sex constantly and put little hints in ances of property may be subject to contheir work S8 that the smart people would ditions or time limits. The failure to use
be in on the fantasy and the uneducated property correctly may result in its Reverwould only read a story about a guy who sion to the original owner.
The Constitution itselfcontains ,guideturns into a jackass. Romance poetslines
on the Quartering of Soldiers and
please, those guys would make Benjamin
requirements
for reasonable Searches and
Franklin blush, and he was popular in
Seizures
...
you
get the idea. I hope this
France. The most disturbing was Beowulf,
which the illiterate believes to be about a will make studying for exams a bit more
great warrior beating down monsters, but focused, whether you're an English prowhich the Doctor of English knows is fessor or just someone whose sense of
about graphic, and I do mean graphic, sex humor got stuck injunior high.
acts.
For my next essay, I decided to throw Criticism, comments, doubts about the
in analysis of sexual metaphors that were maturity of the author, and suggestive
clearly and obviously within the work. The metaphors for Intellectu~l Property may be
essay was on a poem by Coleridge about sent to jieglen@alum.dartmouth.org.
- a musical instrument that sits in the window and is played by the wind. I went aU
out, got as graphic as my Midwestern
upbringing would allow, and wrote about
things that I thought were completely absurd. The result, as you might · have
guessed., was the best grade I got in an
English class during my college education. As I doubted the possibilities of my
future success as a romance novelist, I
continued from pa~e 4
changed my major to the -subject which able." Texas v. Johnson, 491
397,414
guaranteed an absence of sex in any form: (1989).
computer science.
Because our innennost core American
Yet, as law school ftnals approach once value is that we agree to disagree about
agam, my thoughts have turned back to everything, we cannot afford to lose any
English. Since Law is much more like En- voice, even those we love to hate. Maybe
glish than Computer Science, I recommend especially not those we love to hate.
that everyone fill his or her exam responses So what's the answer to my Black v. Comwith sexual references. It works for Jerry monwealth conundrum? We get used to
Springer, it works for Shakespeare, and it cross burning in the Commonwealth? Law
can work for you. Ifyou think about it, legal enforcement forgets about protecting citiconcepts abound with erotic possibilities zens from harassment? We use ordinmces
(and you can frame that sentence in gold, banning bonfires in neighborhoods to
since it's probably the only time it's ever combat the lUu Klux Klan? We wait for
appeared anywhere in the history of man- violence to ensue before we act? Certainly
kind). Send yourrnind to the gutter (and we not. The answer, so it would appear, lies
both know it was already there) and read in careful drafting. Yes, drafting: we talk
on with suggestive eyes.
about it in Federal Income Tax, in Family
Take Civil Procedure, the bane and Law, in National Security Law, in Criminal
bored,om of first year law students every- Law, even in Legal Skills. Better drafting
where. Civil procedure is mostly about can fix this problem. The court hints broadly
jurisdiction. To have Personal Jurisdic- at the features of a successful statttte
- tion, you must first have Significant Con- throughout its opinion. The new statute
tacts (get it-"personal jurisdiction" and has to focus on intimidating conduct gen. "significant contacts"-oJ1 don't groan). erally, without picking cross burning as its
Significant contacts require that a person sole target; it has to focus on intent to
avail himself or herself of the Benefits of harass and intimidate and on acts committhe given jurisdiction. The trial itself will ted--such as vandalism, trespass, unlawfollow a familiar pattern. First, there is ful brandishing of firearms and
Discovery, where both sides ask ques- assault--rather than just on symbolic extions and fmd out about one another's pression; and it has to draw the line at
claims and goals. There are various Plead- fighting words rather than at setting a
ings which are allowed in Discovery, in- cross alight. .It will be a bit more awkward
cluding Dismissal.
Pardon my than the cross burning statute, but it wiD
generalization, but it seems that female strike a better balance between protecting
judges tend to prefer a longer period of the populace and protecting free speech.
Discovery. Then there is a Trial. The Trial When they draft it, I'll try to like it.
maybe over quickly or may take some time,
depending on the mood and efforts of
counsel. At the completion of Trial, the
judge delivers a decision, and any appropriate relief. Note that some kinky people
may prefer uncivil procedure, see unreasonable search and seizure below.
Property was immortalized in a song by
the learned artists Naughty by Nature.

When I heard that I) the Amicus was
declining in circulation and 2) the editors
will print almost any submissions, I realized the solution: more stories about sex.
Sex sells-ask Jerry Springer. Ifyou needed
convincing that transsexual lesbian midget
prostitutes could draw a crowd (and personal injury finn advertising), I recommend you set your VCR to record a week

ofJerrySpringeronlocalTV,ortakealook
8) What other profession would you NOT _at the latest issue of Cosmopolitan. No, I
haven't read it, but I -guarantee it will
wanttotry?
contain "Seven Secrets for Driving Him
Wild," a survey to evaluate the sexual
Professional Bungee Jumper.
compatibility of you and your lover based
9) Ifyou have a tattoo, what does it say on your astrological sign, and stories about
(or depict) •.• ifyou don't have one, and parentslministerslteacherslpetslsketchydecided to get one, what would it say (or guys-with-webcams interrupting readers
during amorous moments.
depict)?
The_phenomenon is not limited to the
popular media. At one time, I was an
Sorry, don't have; won't get.
English major, but I was a bad English
10) Whats the best thing about your job? major. It was not, contrary to what many
of you are presently guessing, due to my
Whats the worse thing about your
inability to write. My professors consisjob?
tently told me in one way or another that I
didn't get "it." Many nights I lay awake
Learning. Grading.
trying to figure out with "it" was, when the
11) Ifyou could talk to one person living idea hit me that maybe "it" is what "it"
always is: SEX. My English profes!;ors
or dead, who would it be?

-
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Don't Steal
My Money
By April Thompson

referring to students who come from other
states and then decide to make Virginia
their home beyond graduation. But those
students who know they intend to grab
their discount diplomas and run are willfully defrauding our state and should be
ashamed of themselves .. . William and
Mary law students especially.

At a recent student meeting, the topic
of tuition arose. Some students complained that it should be easier for those
who begin school as residents of other
states to be granted in-state tuition status after their first year. I think the students
thought it is unfair they should have to
fork over out-of-state tuition after living in
Virginia for a year and intending to stay
here two more years whil~ they finish law
school. I couldn't disagree more. (I am not
sure whether the students were referring
to those who move to Virginia for school
and intend to stay here, or those who live
in-state only while attending school. I
refer only to the latter.) Not only is itfair
to expect true non-residents to pay out-ofTim Kollas and the rest ofus here on the
state tuition; it is inappropriate to do othAmicus staff have decided to institute a
erwise, for at least three reasons.
new article series for the paper entitled
-First, Virginia residents financially sup"Staff Picks." Each issue, we will pick a
port all Virginia public schools, including
topic, be it favorite movies, books, etc. and
William & Mary. Virginians literally subeach Amicus staff member will chime in
sidize the lower tuition fees of in-state
with their two-cents worth on the topic.
students. Some W&M students have
F or this inaugural article, and it being that
lived in Virginia and paid taxes here their
time ofyear and all, we've decided to bring
whole lives. It is only fair that those
you the Amicus Staffs Guide to Holiday
students should reap -the benefit of their
Gift Giving, either great gifts we've gotten
own public education system, at a cheaper
or great gifts to give:
price than their non-resident colleagues.
This is true for every state with public
The best gift I've ever gotten: Forourfirst
higher education. Let residents of each
Christmas together, my wife made the
state weigh their options, in-state and outembodimentofa warm fuzzy: a polar fleece
of-state, carefully. If residents of other
. pullover with a hood. It's soft. It' s h~e.
states can find a school of this caliber for
It's like wearing a blanket. I still wear it all
the same or cheaper price, they should
the time. She wears it all the time. We wear
enroll there. If not, shut up and shell out
it together all the ti .... no, never mind that.
Even William & Mary's out-of-state law
It's proof that the best gifts are homeschool tuition, at $ 19,750, is much cheaper
made.
than most private tuition rates.
Tim Kollas
Second, were William & Mary to grant
in-state ~tatus to anyone simply living
I'm still waiting for my pony.
here while in school and not intending to
Deborah Siegel
indefinitely reside in Virginia (the legal
standard for achieving in-state status, see
Savvypickfor DVD/CD player gift: APEX
Virginia Code Section 23-7.4), our school
AD-I000. $74.95 at \Val-Mart (special
. would lose a significant amount 9f revdea1 ... usually around $84.95). Plays anyenue. We can'tjuSt magica1lywrite offthat
thing: DVD's, MP3's, Music CD's, CDlost money. It has to be recouped someR's. Nothing faitcy, but you can't beat the
how. Everyone's tuition must go up; the
price.
state must get more money from its resiAndreaL. 0' Ambra
dents; private donations must mcrease, or
resources will have to be cut. Period. The
Fruitcake-why? Because it has a half-life.
idea that William l!r- Mary should, or even
Because the number of fruitcakes in the
can, simply hand out in-state tuition rates
universe is a constant: they just get moved
to anyone living here for a few years while
around over the holidays. They make exin school is naive at best.
cellent doorstops, personal defense
Third, and most importantly, applying
mechanisms, and boat anchors. The perfor in-state residency status when a stufect example of"better living through chemdent does not actually intend to live in
istry." [Ed. And a great Fatboy Slim album
Virginia for the indefinite future (again, the
as well.]
legal standard) is unethical. For law stuMichael Thompson
dents especially, this seems a flagrant and
cheap violation of the honor code and
I believe I share this wish with a large
professional ethics. These students are
portion of3L's when I say, all I really want
defrauding the state ofVirginia and cheatthis year is aJOB! !!!!!!!!!!
ing legitimate residents. They cause
Char Rieck
everyone's tuition to rise. Again, I am not

The AlDicus
-Staff's
Guide to
Holiday Gift
Giving!

Well said, and God bless the creation ofthe
welfare state. And to this I would add, a
nice piece ofW&M Law clothing apparel
from the Campus Shop, or other fme haberdashery. It goes over especially well
with the parents, who take immense pride
in wearing such articles around town and
proving all those old guidance counselors
and probation officers wrong ... even ifyou
are going to be a lawyer, it still beats the
petty theft predictions of my childhood.
For soon, it will be theft on the grandest of
scales!
Brian T. Miller
Stuffyou'd like but can 't bring yourselfto
buy:
I - "W&M Law" sweatshirt, tee shirt, cap,
etc.
2 - a four-color pen to finally give book
briefing a try
3 - law flash cards
4 - that Enya CD
5 - the $8.99 six-pack of imported beer you
really want to try
6 - the $ I 20 diploma frame (just in case)
Gary Abbott
When I think back over the gifts I have
received during the holidays, I realize that
the true value of any gift extends far beyond the price of the object. The true gift
is the presence of that person in my life.
The actual gifts I receive from my family
members or friends are symbolic ofa much·
deeper relationship, which cannot be measured in dollars or cents but in many ways
is completely priceless. I am always amazed
at how my friends and family members
have an intuitive sense of exactly what I
need. For instance, several years ago I was
contemplating buying myselfa set ofpearl
earrings and a pearl necklace. I was pleasantly delighted that my brother gave me
the pearl necklace, and my sister-in law
picked out a lovely set of earrings. Had I
gone and bought these items myself, no
doubt I would have picked out much less
aesthetically pleasing items. Obviously I
hadn't said anything to them about it, and
it was completely unexpected that they
would give me exactly what I wanted. I
nevermakeoutaChristmaslist. Myfamily
and friends always seem to figure out what
I either need or want, whether it is a book
or a luxury item. I have never received a
present that I haven't found in some way
to be useful, meaningful, or educational.
The truth is that in many ways they have
a better sense of what I would enjoy or
need than I do. I ~ess I have been lucky
with these gifts, but in many ways I have
been extremely fortunate that the special
people in my life know me so well and have
an intuitive sense of my personal taste.
Sue Henshon

In high school, a friend of mine and I had
a reputation for being at the exact opposite
ends of the political spectrum. She was a
Republican, and I was a Democrat (with a
particular dislike for Ronald Reagan). We
would actually take over our government
and history classes with our political discussions. Our friends would encourage us
to do so frequently. For our senior year,

she was my Secret Santa. The gift I got:
Ronald Reagan's autobiography. I still
have it today...
Anonymous?
I thought of the perfect gift I would like to
receive this Christmas (ifI can't say f*** ,
screw is a distant second):
I'd like the gift of no more of the in-class,
fauxhumbleprefatory and
concluding remarks. The more irritating
include, "Maybe this is just my warped
mind, but...", "Well, like, this is just my
opinion, or·whatever, but...", and "I'm not
sure if this is right, but...". If you must
boilerplate and hedge, be unique .
"Procedamus in pace ... " or" ...but Allah is
great" (' ala Disraeli) or " ...and f* ** the lot
ofyou." [Ed. That's the Christmas spirit.]
S.L.Rundle
My ftrst Christmas with my boyfriend's
(now husband's) family I received a memorablegiftfromhismom She gave me a pink,
floor-length flannel nightgown. It had a
high collar with lace trim and heart-shaped
buttons. It just screamed sexy!
Rebecca Goodgame Ebinger
The best Christmas gift I ever received
would have to be the three-speed blue
Schwinn bicycle I got the year I was seven.
Even though I had picked it out in advance,
it was still the most exciting Christmas
morning I remember from my childhood.
Plus, I still have and use the bike today!
Adrienne Griffin
My birthdaywasjUSllaslmomh and tht;:;t;
were my favorite gifts: a stereo with CD
burner, George Foreman grill, silver horseshoe charm necklace. So I don't really
have any specific Christmas requests!
Well ... ajob might be nice.
Brooke Heilborn
When I was a smaIl child (around 7 or 8) my
father and uncle owned a cabinetry factory
where they made hot tubs, gazebos, and
other outdoor wooden structures. Well,
one Christmas, after spending the morning
with my mother's relatives, we returned
home to fmd a large redwood dollhouse
waiting for me. It was very minimalist in
that it had several large open rooms and
cutout doorways, but it also had balconies
and an staircase and it was huge (2.5 feet
tall, 3.5 feet long), and it was special because it had been designed just for me.
Barbie 'sDreamHouse had nothing on this
,
thing.
Katie Riley
So there you have it, the inaugural addition
of Staff Picks! Hope this inspired you as
the shopping season approaches. Orperhaps got you in the mood, filled with
holiday cheer, and remembrances ofyears
gone by! Thanks to all who contributed
their ideas, and look forward to the next
installment in 2002.
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The Sky Is
F-a lling ... !
ByBrian~er

Literally. For one night at least - that
night being the early morning hours of
November 18th , 2001. I had watched the
movie Casino last Friday afternoon, and
asked my roommate the name of the book
it was based on. Two minutes later, he
handed me a copy of the book, by the same
name, and 36 hours after that, I had finished reading an incredibly engrossing
tale. Fiction can never compete with real
life: But I digress. The point is, had that
book not been so hard to put down, I would
have missed one of the most amazing
natural phenomenon ' s in the universe.
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ofour lifetime. Official counts didn't quite
reach that level, but for me personally it
was, and then some. As someone who has
spent an unhealthy amount of time gazing
into cold, cloudless nights, pondering the
wonders of deep space, I can say that this .
year was unlike any other. For those of
you who were brave enough to weather
the cool temps, and to stay up until nearly
the break of dawn (which, cruelly, is the
optimum time forviewing meteor showers)
you were treated to an awe-inspiring sensation as hundreds of thousands of specks
oflight came alive and leapt from the dome
of space.

gling for answers in a hostility-filled primordial jungle, or a twenty-first century
child of the scientific revolution, with
knowledge and understanding of what
But the ones I did see were beyond .makes things like meteor showers hapdescription. They came at differing speeds, pen? Before I could make up my mind, I
from all places in the sky, in all directions. drifted off to a pleasant night' s sleep.
Some were so barely visible that you
thought your eyes were just playirig tricks
on you, while others left neon trails that
lingered for 5 seconds or more. I even saw,
on two different occasions, double shooting stars. Two would appear side by side,
and run parallel across the sky before
burning up completely.

with all the light pollution in this area, I was
only' able to see the-brightest ones, a mere
fraction of the actual meteors.

As the night progressed, I couldn' t
The mathematics of a meteor shower
are baffling enough. What you generally help but contemplate a thought that alare witnessing when you see a "shooting ways creeps into my head whenever I view
star" is a speck of matter, generally no any sort of natural phenomenon like this:
bigger than a grain of rice, sometimes I try to imagine what it must have been like
smaller than dust, hitting the upper reaches to have been one of our ancestors, hunof earth ' s atmosphere, at astounding dreds of thousands of years ago, witnessspeeds. We're talking about 45 miles per ing something like that? Imagine laying in
For the whole week prior, as I always
second! That's 162,000 miles per hours, or the pristine prairies of North America, or
do, I had made it a point to watch the annual
6,480 times the average speed limit in the sitting on a rock in the plains ofAfrica,just
Leonid meteor shower that weekend. But
Burg' ! The physics of the encounter are starting to grab hold of how incredibly
unlike almost every year prior, I actually
such that one small fleck of space dust can different you were from every other life
remembered to go do it, thanks to the fact
create an explosion and chain reaction form on the planet. How could they posthat I was sitting wide awake in bed at 3 :30
-bright enough to be seen by the naked-eye sibly have characterized, much less exa.m. on Saturday morning, having just
here on earth. A meteor shower is simply plain or rationalize, looking up into the
finished the aforementioned book. I had
the earth' s orbit crossing paths, at clock- usually ultra-static night sky, and sudmy lights off, and my contacts out already
work intervals, with the tail end ofa comet, denly seeing a meteor shower ofthis magwhen it dawned on me that it was prime
in this case Temple-Tuttle, and colliding nitude?
meteor viewing time.
with all the particles that make up the
comet's tail. At peak viewing this year,
This, my friends, is the origin ofevery
I went out to my balcony porch, in my
meteors were hitting the atmosphere at the religion and mystic beliefsystem throughboxers and a t-shirt, with my out-of-date rate of 1,250 per hour. Truly spectacular. out world history. You can keep your
glasses on., and was greeted by the most
Gardens ofEden, I know better. Spectacles
amazing "shooting star" I have ever witBut even more amazing than the speeds like this are what sent us looking for annessed. It seemed to be almost a half inch - and sizes involved, are the physical mani- swers, order, rhyme and reason. Natural
thick, and was at least a good twenty feet festations of these collisions. On a good entertainment like I witnessed that night
long, going right acr-oss the top of the sky. night, in prime viewing conditions with inspire thoughts and emotions on a whole
The gaseous trail 'lasted for almost 8 sec- 'minimal light pollution, which does not different leveL God has developed unique
onds! Absolutely unheard of! I knew it describe Virginia by a long shot, you may ways of off-setting the daily miseries of
was going to be worth the hassle ofgetting see one or two of these streaking flashes human existence. This was but one.
dressed, and putting my contacts back in, oflight. On this evening, however, in the
and I'm so glad I did.
half-hour that! was able to obgerve, I must
And as I fmally crawled into bed that
have seen well over 100 different meteors. night,just after 4 in the morning, cold, and
I had heard rumors that whole week And I could only see half of the night sky sore-necked, but utterly satisfied, I tried to
that this annual light show was going to be because of my house and a tree obstruct- decide who I would have rather been that
quite possibly the most spectacular shower ing the view ofthe rest ofthe borizon. Plus, night: a carnivorous homo sapien strug-

Chasing the
Diversity
Value-A
Fool's
Er·r and
By Seth Rundle

"The [ABA Site Evaluation Team] felt we
need to work harder at expanding the number of women, people of color, and people
from abroad on our faculty and in our
student body. In my judgment, these
conclusions are certainly reasonable."
-Dean Taylor Reveley, mass e-mail to law
school
If the dean had found the ABA's conclusions unreasonable he would have become a private citizen posthaste. What the
dean thought is his business, but he had
only one option. Not being enthusiastically and proactively for "diversity" is as
uncommon as being against "fairness" or
"having values." Would you rather go on
record as not being for "diversity," or as
having the clap? But values, unlike virtues, have no limiting principles. Chasing
values is like chasing rainbows. Courage,
a virtue, is bounded to the East by Foolhardiness and to the West by Cowardice.
There is no such thing, on the other hand,
as too much "fairness, and no such thing
as too much "diversity". Nothing is intrin-
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More Clip 'n' Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards! Collect them all!! These folks show us how
Marshall-Wythe students, in addition to being bright and scholarly, can git down with their bad selves!

: Jason Yearout/Wayne :

.... _.hQ~~'- ••••

.............. .............. .. ...........•
•

Casey Chmielewski

• •

Officer Tim Emry

• •

Melissa Newton .

•
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===========================================~Monday,

Tuesday, December 4th
Law School BirthdayCelebration
In the lobby at 11 :00 a.~.
Friday, December 7th
Classes End
December 8th-10th
Reading Period
December 11 th - 21 st - Exams
Monday, January 7, 2002
Classes Beginl Add-Drop Begins
Friday, January II, 2002
Add Drop Ends
Friday, January 18, 2002
MockInterview Program
Last Day to Select Pass Fail Option
Monday, January 21, 2002
MLKHoliday
Wednesday, January 23, 2002
YOUREVENTHEREAdvertise your events in the Amicus.
Submit to Deborah K. Siegel (3L)
(dksieg@wm.edu)

.......

~

Chasing the Diversity Value, continSupport Diversity", from the Sept. 2001
ued from page 11
Student Lawyer. (Neither that article, nor
sically wrong with "v.alues" in general or' the Martha Barnett article to which it was
"diversity" in the specific; they are merely responding, nor any beef-up-the-diverempty words of art that neatly avoid men- sity writing I have ,s een sites any authority
tion ofmorality in the first case and discus- that "diversity" improves education. Nor
sion ofmisogyny and racism in the second. does "diversity" diminish education. It is
There is no reason to believe that on just not relevant. I read "All Students"
single, well-qualified (compared to the othe three times without finding any evidence
2,446 applicants) woman or minority 0 for the title.)
·"Minorities don't always see a welwoman minority was denied adrnissio
with this year's class. Ifthere were, I woul come mat at the door ... We have a duty to
be more than happy to sign the petition or start removing these hurdles." The hurdles
help with the lynchings or whatever. But mentioned are three: being poor, not being
the ABA, and the diversity mavens at a legacy, andnotsigning up for LSATprep
large, seem to be saying, "You don't have courses.
What to do about this?
enough "diversity" in your applicant pool,
and you are to blame for it." Accep'ting,
"Why not go after the untapped talarguendo, that no women or minorities ented [minorities] as they're coming up
were denied admission because of their through high school and college? .. Why
application photo, what else could the . not ~xpose a group from a predominantly
ABA expect?
.
minority high school to a day in law school?
Before going on, please take a moment Providing affordable LSAT instruction for
to list the ways "diversity" will have made minority college students could build goodyou smarter or custodian of more iegal will for your'law school."
There are two difficulties with adoptknowledge after three years of studying
law. Don't use the words "perspective" or ing this suggested duty. First, an elite law
school should be sought after by its appli"understanding" .
cants, much in the same way a lady should
1.
be sought after by her suitors. Reverse the
2.
roles and you either stop being elite or a
3.
Trick question. The gender and racial lady. Also, there are costs involved in
make-up of the student body and faculty grooming students through high school
has no impact on your education, not in and college so that they will not only be
comparison to other unsavory factors such interested in W &M ,butals'o suitably LSATas -effort and innate intelligence. Also, ed. All those paying tuition will bear this
stressing "diversity" is insulting to the cost, regardless ofbenefit. Second, this is
"diverse". Walk up to a study partner or the most racist thing I've heard up to my
professor of a different race or gender and recent introduction to Archie Bunker. Why
say, "Thanks for being [race/gender). I on earth are students \n a "predominantly
learn so much more from you than I wopld minority high school" more deserving of
ifyou were [race/gender]." If you actually targeted recruitment, encouragement, and
do do this, expect to be punched in the assistance than the impoverished students
schnozzle or flunked, because you 've said ofa non-minority school in some coal town
her individual worth isn't based on her of Appalachia? Why on earth are nonhard work, broad learning, intelligence, or . minorities less entitled to affordable LSAT
killer smile, but rather on her group club instruction than minorities? Why is building goodwill with disadvantaged minorimembership.
ties
more important than building goodwill
The supposed answer to the question
ending the second paragraph comes from with disadvantaged non-minorities? The
Courtney Malveaux ' s "All Students members of the second , group take no
Should Find It In Their Best Interests To comfort in knowing their group' is propor-
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: Melis's aNewton . • I ' Offigerl1m Emry :
: Melissa ge~~ DO"wwwN with I 111m manage os oc 'sen re.
I
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her BAD SELF! A side of Me- I
lissa no one ever thought we'd I
see, but what lies .beneath the I
Mark Earley campaigner, the I
moot court problem writer, the I
PDP president is less Reece I
Witherspoon and more Courtney I
Love. Completely succumbed to I
3L-itis, Melissa's been heard at I
to predict this is the year where I
she gets drunk and dances on the I
bar, amongotherthings she might I
sue us for printing.
'
I

I Fourth Amendment seminar by I
I praising the glories of hiS:
I newfoundfiiends, the William and
: Mary Campus Police. Here he's:
I showing us he's adopted one of I
I the the top cop skills the officers I
I showed him, eating pastry on the I
Ijob,calrnlygettin' down with his I
I bad self. Rumor has it he was I
I also seen sporting a Bush/Cheney I
I sticker, ever since he took a I
Ii ridealongandadoptedthesideofl
I strictlawenforcment.
I
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tionally over-represented in higher education. This conceptualization ofduty raises
a problem because it has no natural limit.
There is simply no fair way to pick between
the downtrodden, and 'e veryone cannot
be aided.
The problem, it should be clear, is that
"diversity" forces us to think about people
in terms of objectively meaningless, stereotypical groups instead of as intelligent
and capable individuals. It is as bad to
want someone in your school because of
his skin color or sex as it is to lock him out
for either reason. To be fair, the observation of racism above should be tempered
by noting that there is not much critical
thought given in academia or the media to
the practical consequences of chasing
"diversity" willy-nilly.
"Law schools," wrote Malveaux, "have
two choices. They can continu« to compete with each other over a limited pool of
applicants .. . Or they can recruit new, talented applicants no one else has gone
after yet."
Any new, talented, undiscovered
woman or minority who wants to go to law
school and doesn't understand she will be
admitted to the school of her choice is
either not so talented after all or has been
living under a rock. And, despite the
either-or-fallacy presented, there is a third
choice. Next year the admissions board
could put the 2,446 applications in a pile,
and choose the 200 most qualified applicants. It's brilliant! And it would create
diversity! Because no other law school
does this! Yes, I am aware sentence fragments and exclamation marks are bad writing\ But I'm mad\ l'art\'j because 1 ~ust
received an OCPP e-mail fora 1L $8- W,OOO
summer internship for which I was invited
not to apply' because I am an o fay . In the
main, though, this column was prompted
by my running out of fingers to count the
hoorah-diversity columns from the Flat
Hat, Amicus Curiae, and Student Lawyer.
I've ten fingers left to count any with a
valid point.
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Casey Chmielewski : :
Think about it folks , this is the:
Coast Guard IN ACTION! The I
man you'll call to interdict drug-I
runners, to keep terrorist-tainted I
cargo ships away from our har- I
bors, to rescue you when the I
boat you bought with our asso- I
ciate bonus takes on bay waters, I
leaving you desperately treading I
water because you are too cool I
to carry flotation . Even worse, I
alseywas gettin' down with HIS I
BAD SELF to 'an N' SYNC I
song!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I
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Wayne Chrebet :
When W~yne Chrebet isn't atthe I
Meadowlands,beingathirddown I
threatand scoringagainstlowlier I
AFC teams, he likes to hang out I
in Williamsburg with' Jason I
Y earout. You're saying, "But I
I've never seen Wayne at I
BarReview!" True, but have you I
ever seen Jastm there either? I
That's right, that's because on I
Thursday nights, Jason and I
Wayne go to the big city nightlife I
in Norfolk and get down with I
their bad selves:
I
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